We describe a new interactive database (GRDB) of geometric objects in the general area of differential geometry. Database objects include, but are not restricted to, exact solutions of Einstein's field equations. GRDB is designed for researchers (and teachers) in applied mathematics, physics and related fields. The flexible search environment allows the database to be useful over a wide spectrum of interests, for example, from practical considerations of neutron star models in astrophysics to abstract space-time classification schemes. The database is built using a modular and object-oriented design and uses several Java technologies (e.g. Applets, Servlets, JDBC). These are platform-independent and well adapted for applications developed to run over the World Wide Web. GRDB is accompanied by a virtual calculator (GRTensorJ), a graphical user interface to the computer algebra system GRTensorII used to perform online coordinate, tetrad or basis calculations. The highly interactive nature of GRDB allows for systematic internal self-checking and a minimization of the required internal records.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of exact solutions of Einstein's Field Equations is an important part of the theory of General Relativity [1] [2] . This importance derives not only from more formal mathematical aspects associated with the theory ( e.g. the classification of space-times) but also from the growing importance of the application of general relativity to astrophysical phenomenon. For example, exact solutions can offer physical insights that numerical solutions can not. There are of course a very large number of exact solutions offered in the literature. However, these include numerous re-discoveries, confusions and errors. In a recent study of static spherically symmetric perfect fluid solutions, for example, only 9 of 127 candidate solutions were found to be of significant interest [3] .
It is not surprising that some of the earliest applications of computer algebra can be found in General Relativity [4] [5] . Indeed, no effective study of exact solutions in the large can be carried on without it. With the recent rapid development of the World Wide Web (WWW) as an means of information transfer, it has become an effective medium for cataloguing exact solutions. The first such use of the WWW is due to J. Skea [6] . Skea's database is primarily a classification database [7] . It is static in the sense that the information that can be retrieved is resident in the records.
In this paper we report on a non-static WWW based database, one for which the information that can be retrieved is not restricted to information resident in the records. This development has become feasible using more recent WWW technologies. This new database is now on line at grdb.org (henceforth GRDB) using several Java technologies and following a fully modular object-oriented design. The dynamic nature of the datbase is accomplished via the inclusion of GRTensorJ [8] . This is an interactive programmable graphical user interface to the computer algebra system GRTensorII [9] which in turn runs under Maple [10] .
GRDB is designed to be a database of geometric objects in the general area of differential geometry with no a priori restriction on the number of dimensions. It contains exact solutions of Einstein's field equations without being restricted to them. By design the database is highly interactive. The records (manifolds) are generally stored only in terms of a metric or a set of basis vectors along with constraints and referencing data. Other elements can be calculated and displayed as required either interactively or from an extensive menu.
The database is designed for researchers (and teachers) in applied mathematics, physics and related fields and it is hoped that the database will find use over a wide spectrum of interests.
II. DESCRIPTION AND USAGE
GRDB offers many choices of operation. These operations are typically carried in the following order:
• i) Search the database by fields of particular interest. A search by keywords or by an equation number e.g.
as listed in the "Exact Solutions Book" [1] is implemented. Other searches can be easily added as the project evolves, e.g. a search by the equation number as listed in any standard reference. The keyword choice searches the information field and the name of the metric field of each entry in the database. A common use is a search based on an author's surname (e.g. Kruskal). The key word search must be at least 3 characters. Reference searches follow a referencing protocol (e.g. Archive n:=(13.24) p158). The search result is displayed in a list as shown on the bottom of Figure 1 . The record short name is displayed as a hyper-link. The record naming convention is explained in Appendix A.
• ii) Select a record or records of interest from the search result list by clicking on its hyper-link. This will display a detailed description of the space-time starting with a suggestive line element representation of the record. This is produced interactively (not stored). Record details are then displayed as in Figure 2 with a structure adapted to the type of the record examined (i.e. a metric, a tetrad or a basis type entry).
• iii) Mark the viewed record(s) to be loaded into the on line calculator GRTensorJ. This calculator is described further bellow.
• iv) Click on the Start Calculator button from the database home page in order to launch GRTensorJ and to do online calculations for the loaded records.
• v) Click on "Load/Select" from the menu inside the calculator ( Figure 3 ) and then click on "Load Marked Manifold(s) from Database". The tagged manifolds will appear as choices under Load/Select. Click on the manifold you wish to use for calculations. This manifold is now loaded into the calculator and the user can now perform calculations. An extensive list of objects has already been implemented. Customized calculations are described below.
• vi) Select the calculations commands through menu and sub-menu selections in the calculator as shown in Figure  3 . The first step is to select a space-time in coordinates, tetrads or basis. This choice automatically displays the components of the metric tensor, the tetrads, or the basis components. Then, the user can select the object(s) to be calculated from the corresponding menus. After the result of the calculation is displayed the user can apply to it any simplification procedure supported by the engine as listed under "Simplifications" in the menu bar. A help system is built into the menu system. Further, the user can define new objects through the definition facilities within GRTensorII. These are entered through a sub-interface and saved for the user's work session.
There are also other support and option selection functions. It is especially important to note that if a manifold is represented with constraints (e.g Kruskal -Szekeres) then the constraints (under "Simplifications") must be applied on the calculations, otherwise the user is not working with the selected manifold. A number of useful features are easily added to GRTensorJ. For example, automatic Latex has been implemented [11] .
• vii) New objects are defined in a sub-menu using the syntax of the GRTensorII grdef facility [9] . For example, the Bel-Robinson tensor (though pre-defined) would be entered as`T {(cdef )} := C{acdb} * C{ˆaefˆb}+Cstar{acdb} * Cstar{ˆaefˆb}`. In addition, there are objects that require an input from the user, e.g. the kinematical quantities associated with a field u a . In order to create an object, select a manifold, then select under the menu item "Custom" the option "Create a new single definition object". Follow the syntax explained under "Explanation" and the example shown on the object input interface, e.g.`u a := [u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 ]where u 1 etc. are the components and note the`and`. Once the object is created, it is saved during the user's work session and related calculations can be performed, e.g. the acceleration, shear and rotation for u a . For a full description of the syntax the user may consult GRTensorII [9] documentation on the command "grdef" or browse the online help system from the GRTensorII WWW site [9] .
• viii) Input in the database. There are two forms of input into the database, a Public Input and a Private Input. It is our intention that all public input be refereed. Private input is password protected and reserved for maintenance and internal operations. The List-All option is for private usage. The public input includes three types of interfaces; a line element, a covariant or contravariant Newman-Penrose tetrad or a non-holonomic basis. Figure 4 gives an example of a line element input interface.
III. INTERNAL DESIGN
A. GRDB components GRDB is built using fully modular Client/Server and object-oriented designs. It uses Java Servlet technology [12], a platform-independent mechanism for programming applications over the WWW. Java is a pure object-oriented language, allowing multi-thread processes, specially adapted to network applications. Java Servlets are secure and portable applications that handle requests from a Web server that are originating from a client Web browser. The servlet runs on the server side and does not depend on the browser compatibility. Java Servlets also solve many access issue problems, as they can be used to develop fully distributed applications over the Web where the database can be on separate machines. GRDB also uses a JDBC (Java DataBase Connectivity) module [13], a portable and flexible application that acts as an independent connector to the database, increasing the modularity of the architecture. PostgreSQL [14] was chosen and configured as the DataBase Management System (DBMS ), a system that is also object-oriented and that brings to GRDB all the power and performance of the Structured Query Language (SQL) commands. This language makes any kind of search or data manipulation very easy to implement. The SQL instructions are formulated within the Java Servlet code. The web-pages used in order to manipulate the Data are dynamic pages created while the programs are running. Only the help pages were left static. This HTML is also embedded in the Servlet code. The records (manifolds) are for the most part stored only in terms of a metric or set of basis vectors along with constraints and referencing data. This information is processed interactively through the Servlets and GRTensorJ which in turn runs on Maple. The program TTH [15] is used to translate TEX into HTML in order to produce mathematical html text.
B. The Calculator GRTensorJ
GRTensorJ is also written in Java and has been designed using a full object-oriented approach. In addition, all communication between the user and the server is object-based. GRTensorJ has a multi-layer architecture that allows the generic functionality described above. This architecture is outlined below:
• GUI (Graphical User Interface)
• User Functional Interface
• User ICM Handler
• Interchange Modules (ICMs)
• Server ICM Handler
• Server Functional Interface
• Algebraic Engine -Server Structure A Java Applet (a programmed application that runs on the client side) opens GRTensorJ by clicking on the applet button on GRDB home page. It appears as in Figure 3 . Behind the scenes, a computer algebra session in GRTensorII is started automatically. GRTensorJ uses Maple [10] as the algebraic engine. GRTensorJ is designed with an open architecture and is compatible with any other algebraic engines that can output an ASCII stream. This architecture also allows it to be expanded and programmed by the user. The commands are accessed through menu and submenu selections. When a session begins, GRTensorJ reads a directory on the server named TextSheets (not to be confused with "worksheets") and builds the menu and sub-menus for the interface from the underlying structure. All sub-directories to TextSheets will appear as primary menu bar items. The names of ASCII files contained within these sub-directories will be displayed as menu selections. These files contain a sequence of commands written in the syntax of the computer algebra engine being used. By selecting a menu item the user sends these commands to the engine. Items to be displayed in the interface window are distinguished simply by an asterisk in the file. In other words, creating new menu items and calculation commands is as simple as creating and editing very simple ASCII files. Yet, the file, and resultant menu item, can be the equivalent of an entire worksheet with only the result chosen for display.
IV. FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
When first released (July 2001), the database contained only about 300 entries. This is under continuous development and, for example, it is planed to have the entire content of KSHMS included in the database. An extension of the database to incorporate algorithmic classification is in progress [16] as is the construction of specialized record data associated with, for example, static spherically symmetric perfect fluid solutions [3] . 
